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ABSTRACT

Many students find traditional lectures, routine memorization, and restatement of facts and terms tedious and boring (Munoz and Huser, 2008). This requires professors to employ a variety of teaching techniques, for example, live case classroom projects. Such an experiential learning opportunity encourages students to become involved with the materials they are attempting to learn by requiring them to apply theory to real-life situations where ambiguity, change, and risk exist (Lewis and Williams, 1994). This paper presents an assessment of a semester long marketing plan competition, which was incorporated into the Marketing Management Course. The competition required all student teams to deal with the assigned client and compete with each other to produce the winning marketing plan. Student feedbacks indicated they enjoyed the experiential learning opportunity and the competition format.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, undergraduate education has increasingly become more student-centered where teacher-centered lecture format is at least supplemented, if not replaced, by experiential learning (Lamount and Friedman, 1997). Today’s college students are demanding to be involved in their learning experiences. They find one-way lectures, routine memorization, and restatement of facts and terms tedious and boring (Munoz and Huser, 2008). According to Shakarian (1995) traditional lecture-based classes facilitate the process of passive learning. Students spend their class time recording the content and are left little time to reflect, synthesize, and apply the concepts discussed. Recently, several researchers have questioned whether traditional pedagogical methods, such as lecture, are truly beneficial to students’ education (Bringle and Hatcher, 2003). Guyton (2000) views traditional pedagogical methods as being responsible for turning students into passive underachievers. Gupta, Burns and Schifer (2010) echo Bransford and Vye’s (1989) concern about the “inert knowledge problem” – a situation where students possess a significant amount of knowledge but are unable to apply that knowledge to real world problems or to make the transition from memory to action. Hence, interest in more active and experiential learning pedagogies has increased significantly (Barr and Tagg, 1995 Young 2002; Elam and Spotts, 2004; Gupta, Burns and Schifer, 2010).

According to the active learning paradigm, instructors should be designers of a learning environment in which students are active participants in the learning process (Camarero, Rodríguez and San José, 2009). Active learning techniques (both non-experiential and experiential) aim to elicit student involvement with the materials they are attempting to learn by encouraging them to apply theory dynamically to real-life situations. Non-experiential techniques encourage the students to actively process the course materials whereas experiential techniques provide students with the opportunity to go beyond conceptual discussion by applying their theoretical knowledge in specific real-world contexts (Hamer 2000). The value created for students by using active learning techniques such as role plays, case studies, games, simulations, projects etc. in the classroom is well established in the marketing pedagogy literature (Drea, Tripp and Stuenkel, 2005; Smith and Van Doran, 2004; Kennedy, Lawton and Walker, 2001, Wright, Bitner, and Zeithaml, 1994).
Students appear to appreciate the benefits of the active learning approach as many studies have documented high student satisfaction ratings on various active learning techniques (Vander Schee, 2009; Yamarik, 2007; Laverie, 2006). Professors also find them meaningful as they allow students to take more ownership over their learning and do not let students simply record and then replicate static information. Integration of course material with dynamic exercises in active learning helps students to better understand course content and improve academic performance (Drea, Tripp, and Stuenkel, 2005).

In this study, an example of experiential learning within the context of an undergraduate capstone Marketing Management course in a Canadian university will be described.

**EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING**

Experiential learning represents an effective learning resulting from active student involvement with an experience and subsequent reflection on that experience (Kolb, 1984; Gentry, 1990; Frontczak and Kelley, 2000, Elam and Spotts, 2004). It requires that the professor allows greater student control over their own learning in terms of both content and speed of acquisition. Experiential learning techniques encourage students to become involved with the materials they are attempting to learn by requiring them to apply theory to real-life situations where ambiguity, change, and risk exist (Lewis and Williams, 1994).

Several important skills can be acquired through experiential learning that may not be well developed in more traditional, passive learning environments such as lectures only (Elam and Spotts, 2004). Development and revision of time lines and project management are examples of skills that are best learned by doing, rather than by simply reading about them (Elam and Spotts, 2004; Darian and Coopersmith, 2001). Actively assessing the communication and participation of self and others, including giving peers constructive criticism, are difficult skills for most professionals, and skills that most undergraduates may not even practice (Dyrud, 2001; Peterson, 2001) unless they are exposed to an experiential learning opportunity. In addition, faculty would like to encourage development of critical thinking and problem-solving skills among their students, which experiential learning techniques appear to foster (Kennedy, Lawton, and Walker, 2001).

In addition, experiential activities increase not only student motivation but also long-term retention (Coleman, 1995, Toncar and Cudmore, 2000). Wynd (1989) also states that “teaching methods that actively engage students in the learning process enhance student learning and development”. Similarly, Gaidis and Andrews (1990) recommend that students learn better when they are actively involved with concrete experiences. Experiential techniques can also be designed to improve skills in the areas of decision making, problem solving, planning, written and oral communication, and creativity. The development of these skills should be a focus of undergraduate business programs, as students graduating with business degrees need these skills to be successful in the marketplace (Bobbitt et al., 2000).

**EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING IN MARKETING EDUCATION**

There have been a strong criticism toward business educators that they are not preparing students to deal with real world problems even though they possess a significant amount of knowledge to do so (Candy and Crebert, 1991; Bransford and Vye, 1989). Traditional pedagogical methods are seen responsible for turning students into “passive underachievers” (Guyton, 2000). However, business educators have started using experiential learning methods long before the “experiential learning” label was popularized in the psychological and educational literature (Elam and Spotts, 2004). As early as 1909, Doc Copeland introduced realism into the classroom with the case method of teaching at Harvard Business School. The use of cases has grown to be a popular method of management teaching. Another innovation in experiential learning methods was the introduction of computerized simulations in the 1970s (Chiesl, 1990).

The marketing literature also indicates that, in the last two decades, marketing educators have broadly embraced experiential learning methods as a way to help students learn marketing techniques (e.g., Graeff, 1997; Titus and Petrosiulys, 1993; Williams, Beard and Rymer, 1991). Experiential learning through case studies, projects, etc. increases the level of realism (de los Santos and Jensen, 1985) and learning involvement (Sautter, Pratt, and
Shanahan, 2000), encourages higher order thinking (Bonwell and Eison, 1991), leads to improved test performance (Hakeem, 2001; Hamer, 2000) and fosters an appreciation of marketing among non-marketing majors (Henke, 1985).

Camarero, Rodríguez and San José (2009) indicate in their study that marketing is a discipline where the application of experiential learning methods is particularly advisable since it is taught as “a process of understanding customer needs and developing a marketing plan that allows market demands to be satisfied and a firm’s objectives to be achieved in a profitable manner”. This process involves analysing the market and the competition, and making strategic and tactical decisions about the different marketing mix variables. Therefore, the outcomes of the marketing learning process should also include the student initiation into the work activities of marketing managers, such as gathering information, evaluating alternatives and strategic decision-making (Camarero, Rodriguez and San José, 2009). Young (2002) also sees experiential learning as a powerful pedagogy for teaching marketing’s broad body of concepts, principles, and analytics by internalizing theory through guided practice.

Experiential learning in Marketing can be through many techniques, including living cases (LeCair and Stottinger, 1999; Cheney, 2001), unstructured or semi-structured class exercises and assignments (Hamer 2000), interactive web based cases (Owen, 1999), field trips (Gremler et al., 2000), integrating practitioners into the course (Linrud and Hall, 1999), solving real business problems with existing organizations (Alon and Cannon 2000; Kennedy, Lawton and Walker, 2001), internet or disk-based simulations (Gruca, 2000), integrated course projects (Bobbitt et al., 2000), client based projects (Lopez and Lee, 2005; Haas and Wotruba, 1990) and internships (Hite and Bellizzi, 1986).

MARKETING PLAN COMPETITION AS EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

Generally accepted objectives of a capstone marketing course include integrating the marketing mix and translating marketing concepts into meaningful marketing strategy decisions, providing real life experience with marketing management issues, stimulating creative thinking to come up with innovative solutions to marketing problems and exposing the students to group work and interaction with their peers (Haas and Wotruba, 1990). These objectives can be achieved by assigning a class project in the form of a live case study as an experiential learning tool (by itself or along with other methods such as traditional case analyses and simulation games). The point is that the students are faced with a real marketing situation where they will identify, research, analyze and solve the problem. The entire class can be assigned to a single project, divided into competing teams working on the same project or divided into teams working on different projects. What is essential is to choose a marketing problem and a cooperative client (who will provide the live case) that will satisfy the objectives of a capstone marketing course for the students (Kennedy, Lawton and Walker, 2001; Gremler et al., 2000; Haas and Wotruba, 1990).

Live cases as an experiential learning technique is a powerful tool for making a shift from product-based teaching to process-based teaching (Kennedy, Lawton, and Walker, 2001). In live cases students act as real business consultants. Live cases offer students an opportunity to integrate their academic and work experiences in the creation of a consulting solution for a real problem. They provide an excellent mechanism to improve research abilities and critical thinking skills. Students learn how a specific marketing topic must be evaluated in a real situation and benefit from offering a professional opinion on a real business problem (Camarero, Rodriguez and San Jose, 2009). Live cases also help course concepts come to life and greatly enhance students’ ownership of the learning process (Lopez and Lee, 2005). The opportunity for students to apply their marketing knowledge to the needs of an actual company provides a strong, hands-on learning experience. It fosters skills such as problem solving, critical thinking, communication and teamwork—relevant skills that students need in the workplace (Barr and McNeilly, 2002; Kennedy, Lawton, and Walker, 2001). They also enhance students’ motivation and commitment since students know that their recommendations may be used in an actual business context (Fox, 2002). In addition, live cases connect students with the business community (Kennedy, Lawton, and Walker, 2001). Furthermore, as most live cases use student teams, students develop the interpersonal skills required by businesses (Camarero, Rodriguez and San Jose, 2009).
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In the specific case described in this study, a marketing plan competition is used as the experiential learning opportunity for the capstone undergraduate Marketing Management course. The semester, hence the time period for the project, was eight weeks (regular semesters are thirteen weeks). Students formed 6 groups of five students each (Marketing Consultant Teams). Groups competed against each other in designing a marketing plan for one client, the university’s main cafeteria (Cafeteria) which is run by a well-known international catering company. The benefits of choosing a client internal to the university extended beyond convenience. Cafeteria was faced with an image problem that required an immediate attention. Hence the manager was very interested in receiving a top-notch marketing plan as a result of the classroom project competition. This, in turn, lead to the client’s strong commitment and delivery of data and information along with face-to-face time with students to discuss the business situation and answer questions. As a result, the students understood their tasks well and committed to the project whole heartedly.

The project guidelines for both the students and the client we developed and given to them at the beginning of the semester. For the students, the guidelines included what a marketing plan is and how it is formulated. The project involved the integration of all marketing mix components and development of tactical and strategic actions for the client to take within the one-year period after the completion of the project. Students also were informed that there were going to be an information meeting and follow-up interviews with the manager of the Cafeteria and various stakeholders. These stakeholders include domestic and international college students who live on campus and off campus, high school students who attend weekly workshops at the University (external customers) and faculty, all of which eat at the Cafeteria regularly. These interviewees were recruited by the instructor at the Cafeteria. Each team was required to prepare questions to ask at these meetings and interviews ahead of time. This requirement gave the meetings/interviews more structure; still spontaneous questions could also be asked. There were a total of four in-class meetings/interviews throughout the semester.

For the client, the guidelines included the purpose of the project, timeline (including classroom visits and interviews with student teams) and required information and data. Cafeteria manager also agreed serve as a judge along with the District Manager of the catering company the Cafeteria is under contract with during the final presentations of the competing marketing plans and to provide a $50 Cafeteria gift certificate for each member of the winning team.

At the end of the semester, all six teams presented their completed projects. Prior to the presentations, written reports of each team’s marketing plan were provided to the judges. This allowed them to prepare questions that they could ask during the oral presentations of the projects. The manner in which each team responded the judges’ questions and comments was part of the students’ experience and contributed to further the goal of providing the students the experiential learning opportunity through the classroom project.

After the presentations were complete, the judges determined the winner of the competition based on the thoroughness of the content, the quality of the tactics/strategies suggested and the ability of the team members to answer the judges’ questions in a cohesive manner. The manager of the Cafeteria presented the each member of the winning team with a $50 Cafeteria gift certificate as a reward. Also, as a courteous gesture, the Cafeteria manager had food and soft drinks brought from the Cafeteria for the whole class to thank them for their good work.

**BENEFITS TO THE STUDENTS**

Class projects provide a combination of visual and auditory presentations while maintaining the integrity of theoretical conceptualizations, simulations and applications (de los Santos and Jensen, 1985). Also, the experiential approach as opposed to lecture format presents the students more intellectual challenges, and fosters more student interest and commitment to the subject (Cohen, 1987). This was reflected in the student comments after the project competition was complete as well. Students expressed that they learned a great deal about the process of preparing a marketing plan and integrating their fragmented marketing knowledge on principles, concepts and theories to create a cohesive and comprehensive document. They felt that this project competition was an effective introduction to the “real world”. Working with a client was a valuable experience and the hands-on approach allowed them to gain perspectives that can be useful throughout their careers. The marketing plan competition in the capstone Marketing Management course was their experiential learning component during their university business education which provided the students to do “real” business research and analysis that lead to actionable solutions to real business.
problems. Also, experiential learning enhances the students’ professionalism (Nunamaker, 2007) and helps students build a professional network (although limited in scope in the current example) that adds to the quality of their program of education. These, in turn, become an asset that the students can rely on when they are in the job market and throughout their careers.

Students were also mostly pleased by the competition format. Although some expressed that each group working with an individual client would result in more perspectives and original ideas, most thought the competition inspired them to be more committed and involved throughout the semester to learn more and better. This is supportive of the findings of, for example, Stutts and West, 2003; Jansen et al., 2008; Rundle-Thiele and Kuhn, 2008; Zabkar, 2008 who state that students learn more through competitive projects. Some of the student comments are provided in the Appendix section.

BENEFITS TO THE CLIENT

The first and foremost benefit for the client is that the manager now has one or more high quality marketing plans that reflect the expertise of the instructor and senior level marketing students. Based on the recommendations in these documents the manager can develop new perspectives and business solutions that will benefit the Cafeteria’s position in the marketplace. Second, by participating the experiential learning exercise, the client has fostered good relationships with the student body and the faculty member, which is most likely to be shared with peers through word of mouth and raise the Cafeteria’s profile within the entire campus.

CONCLUSION

This classroom project described in this article has ample merit due to the fact that it combines an experiential learning opportunity with competition format. Students had the opportunity to apply their theoretical marketing knowledge which enabled them to see the connections and interaction among the marketing concepts they learned before. They learned about the process of preparing a complete marketing plan, which is a useful competence for them in the marketplace. The fact that they formed teams and competed against each other added to the experience by increasing their motivation and commitment. These benefits were attested in students’ comments as well. Some students also said that the live case experience was an eye-opening one and steered them toward marketing as a long-term career choice.

This whole experience was very rewarding for the professors as well. It constituted a research project where we observed how the students’ thinking process and approach to the marketing problem presented evolved throughout the semester. It was very gratifying to see the students gain more confidence and satisfaction as they were able to apply their marketing knowledge and come up with solutions that the client is willing to implement. They felt they were making valuable and meaningful contributions. As enablers of the whole process, we were very proud and this added to our job satisfaction significantly.

Having emphasized the positive aspects and benefits of the live case classroom project, we also need to point out some limitations and lessons learned. It can be argued that clients external to the university may present richer “real world” challenges. Researchers should be proactive to find such clients, particularly when the time period for the project is limited to 8-12 weeks. All parties involved should come to a clear understanding regarding the expectations and responsibilities of the client, the researchers and the students at the beginning of the project. The benefits of such a project for the client and the students should also be made known clearly to foster cooperation. There should be regular communication to ensure information and data are provided for the project in a timely manner, each party’s questions are answered thoroughly throughout the semester.

As for the interviewees who are invited to the classroom to share their experiences with the client, the researchers need to recruit them with care to make sure they are willing and able to explain their interaction with the client in a useful manner to the students. To this end, the researchers should give them a list of possible questions that they can prepare answers for ahead of time. Also, the students should be trained to ask informed questions in order to maximize the efficiency and effectiveness of the interview sessions.
A classroom project such as the one described in this paper demands dedication and takes a lot of time for preparation, guiding the students and the client, grading, etc. The instructors involved in this project were not compensated for the extra time and effort it took to execute this project. While these type of efforts are encouraged by accrediting organizations and the universities and receives a “pat on the back” from the institution, the reality is that the teaching load structure used at many institutions is not a framework that easily accommodates such projects (Elam and Spotts, 2004). As the classroom project extends the time spent on teaching, time that can be dedicated for other scholarly activities decreases and this might bring negative consequences for the instructor, especially in a research more than teaching oriented institution. However, it is also possible that the project might open doors to other collaborations with the surrounding business community which in turn might benefit the instructor’s research agenda down the road. Regardless of the challenges, this classroom project has been a most satisfying experience for both the instructors and the students.
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APPENDIX

Comment 1

I thought the project itself was a good assignment as it provided a way for students to apply the theory learned during the course. I liked the idea of the competition as it can be motivating for students, however I found the particular company that was chosen to be difficult for the following reasons: 1. we did not receive a lot of information upfront so to speak, 2. structure of their agreement with the University seemed to hinder some of the ideas/recommendations the teams could have made.

Comment 2

I enjoyed the project; I didn't enjoy the client selected. I would have liked to select the company/client and worked from there. I personally didn't find the client easy to work with, I found her interviews confusing and difficult to follow. I did like the competition part of the project, it gave an extra incentive and my group enjoyed it. Working in groups is always challenging but I think it's important and I enjoyed working with my group on this marketing plan. Down sides were having all the groups working on the same client for the project and relay the same or similar information. It was long and challenging to sit through.

Comment 3

I found that it was enjoyable to complete the project for Food Services since they may actually use some of the suggestions going forward.

Comment 4

I thought the project was very interesting and I enjoyed doing it. I think because of the short time frame of the course, it was hard to do a proper assessment of the marketing needs, but that is a time factor issue.

Comment 5

The marketing plan the class had been instructed to complete was a very good project considering the time restraints that we had to get the course and the project completed. The incentive given was a good idea to encourage the class to set forth their best efforts where they were not able to choose the business to represent for themselves. The only issue that I experienced was the limited and repetitive information that was given to the class during the interview processes.